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ABSTRACT 
 

Support Vector Machine and Application in  

Seizure Prediction 

 

Simeng Qiu 

 

Nowadays, Machine learning (ML) has been utilized in various kinds of area which 

across the range from engineering field to business area. In this paper, we first present 

several kernel machine learning methods of solving classification, regression and 

clustering problems. These have good performance but also have some limitations. We 

present examples to each method and analyze the advantages and disadvantages for 

solving different scenarios. Then we focus on the most popular classification method, 

Support Vectors Machines (SVMs).  

 

In addition, we introduce the basic theory, advantages and scenarios of using Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) deal with classification problems. We also explain a convenient 

approach of tacking SVMs problems which are called Sequential Minimal Optimization 

(SMO). Moreover, one class SVMs can be understood in a different way which is called 

Support Vector Data Description (SVDD). This is a famous non-linear model problem 

compared with SVM problems, SVDD can be solved by utilizing Gaussian RBF kernel 
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function combined with SMO. At last, we compared the difference and performance of 

SVMs-SMO implementation and SVMs-SVDD implementation.  

 

About the application part, we utilized SVMs method to handle seizure forecasting in 

canine epilepsy, after comparing the results from different methods such as random forest, 

extremely randomized tree, and SVMs to classify preictal (pre-seizure) and interictal 

(interval-seizure) binary data.  We draw the conclusion that SVMs has the best 

performance.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 – Definition and Application of Machine Learning 
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the broader goal of autonomous machine intelligence. In the 

modern society, human become more and more depending on Artificial Intelligence, such 

as instant machine translation, spam filters for email, and credit decisions. Machine 

Learning (ML) is a way to build AI by using various kinds of specific scientific methods. 

By definition, ML allows computers to develop behaviors based on empirical data, such 

as data from sensors and databases. 

 

 Moreover, machine learning is an interdisciplinary field topic. One who wants to build a 

solid concept of machine learning has to grasp the mathematical foundations, such as 

probability theory, statistics, and linear algebra and has to master application of systems 

and programming languages. Here, the programming languages we used were MATLAB 

and Python language.  

 

Considering the usefulness of ML, it has used in a variety of fields. For instance, speech 

recognition, which is a way to convert spoken words to text, hand-written character 

recognition, face recognition, which has been applied in new I-phone X face ID as shown 

in Figure 1, optical character recognition, information retrieval, economic prediction, 

bioinformatics, and Brain-Computer Interface (BCI). BCI translates human intentions 

into a technical control signal without using activity of muscles or peripheral nerves. An 
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application of BCI is Electroencephalography (EEG), Fig. 2 shows a non-invasive EEG 

based brain-computer interface, EEG records the brain’s spontaneous electrical activity 

over a period by placing electrodes on the scalp. It usually focuses on two applications, 

event-related potentials and spectral content. The recent checks stimulus onset or button 

press and the latter investigates brainwave that observes in EEG frequency domain. 

 

Figure 1. I-phone X Face ID (www.weikipedia.com) 

 

 

Figure 2. BIC converts Brainwave to Command (Machine Learning class in KAUST) 1   
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1.2 – Description of Several Methods to solve Machine Learning 

Problems 
 
Machine learning is a set of approaches for detecting data patterns and then use the 

uncovered data to perform decision making under uncertainty and predict future data. 

Least squares is used to solve Deterministic Models. Probabilistic Models, , -. /., 0 	for 

ML is essential because it solves uncertainty problems,  Maximum likelihood estimation 

(MLE) and Maximum a posterior (MAP) are methods for estimating parameters in target 

models which is the approach to solve the probabilistic model. If a model has fixed 

parameters, it is a parametric model, and if the number of parameters changes with 

training data, it is a non-parametric model. ML has three types: supervised learning, 

unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.  

 

Supervised learning wants to learn the desired output label - from a mapping of input / 

with conditional density estimation , -. /., 1 . A labeled pairs 1 =	 {(/., -.)}, 4 =

1,2, …7 is a training set with 7 training examples, where /. is an N-dimensional vector 

of numbers that represents the feature of our targets such as the size of an image and -. is 

a nominal or certain variable. Classification and pattern recognition solve some variable 

issues, and regression is to solve simple variable problems.  

 

Unsupervised learning only has given inputs 1 =	 {/.}, 4 = 1,2, …7  which means to 

build a model of a series of data samples /. that could be utilized for decision making, 

communicating, and reasoning, etc.. such as clustering, it uses unconditional density 
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estimation ,(/.|1). Reinforcement learning is good to learn behavior given reward or 

punishment signals. There are three common topics in Machine Learning, which are 

regression, clustering, and classification. In this chapter, we introduce several popular 

algorithms to solve these topics. 

 

1.2.1 Regression  

Regression is for predicting and modeling continuous numeric variables. For instance, it 

predicts and forecasts real estate prices, stock price movements. 

1.2.1.1 Linear Regression 

Linear regression is a commonly used algorithm for regression tasks. Its purest form is to 

fit a dataset with a continuous hyperplane (for example, a straight line when you have 

only two variables). If there is a linear relationship between variables in the dataset, the 

degree of fit is quite high. When augmented with some forms of function such as kernel 

functions, linear regression also can model non-linear relationships, and if we replace the 

role with Bernoulli or Multinoulli Distributions, linear regression is capable of doing data 

classification. Popular forms are LASSO, Ridge, and Elastic Networks.  

The model of Linear Regression is, 

, - /, 0 = 7(-|9:/, $;) 

Modeling non-linear relationships can achieve by replacing / with non-linear functions 

of the inputs ∅ / , basis function expansion, which is, 

, - /, 0 = 7(-|9:∅(/), $;) 
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For polynomial regression, ∅ / = [1, /, /;, … , />]. The figure 3 shows linear regression 

model in 2D. 

 

(a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 3. Linear regression in 2D data2. 

(a) shows the prediction of linear regression, -
4
/ = 90 + 91/4,1 + 92/4,2 = 1			/4,2		/4,2

90
91
92

=

A4
B9.	(b) The temperature data fit with a quadratic of the form -

4
/ = 90 + 91/4,1 + 92/4,2 + 93/.,C

; +

94/.,;
;  

 

An error function is defined to measure how good a given plane is, and if we minimize 

error function, we may have the best plane for the dataset. To minimize E(9), we need to 

find the optimal value 9∗, which means that the unique solution is to find the derivative 

of E(9). Here, the popular way is to use Gradient descent algorithm. Sum-of-Squares 

error with large coefficient values,  

E 9 =
C

;
{-(G

HIC /H, 9) − KH}
;,	where KHis training dataset 

 

Gradient Descent Method for finding optimal value, 
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9LMC:= 9L − O
PE(9)

P9
	 

                                                             : = 	9L − O (- /H, 9
G
HIC − KH)

QR ST,U

QU
 

Advantages: The understanding and interpretation of linear regression are very intuitive, 

but also to avoid over-fitting by regularization. Also, the linear model is easy to update 

the data model by stochastic gradient descent. 

 

1.2.1.2 Regression Tree  

Regression trees, also known as decision trees, maximize the information gain of each 

separation by splitting the data set into different branches so that the regression tree 

naturally learns non-linear relationships. Decision tree learning usually includes three 

steps: feature selection, decision tree generation, and decision tree pruning. There is a 

variety kind of method to solve decision tree such as Hunt’s Algorithm, CART, ID3, 

C4.5, and Random Forest.  

 

Integrated approaches such as Random Forest or Gradient Boost combine the predictions 

of many independent training trees. We will not go into details about the mechanism here, 

but in practice, random forests perform very well.  

 

Advantages: Decision trees have the reliable robustness to outliers. Integrated learning 

excels in practice and often wins the classic (non-deep learning) machine learning contest. 
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Disadvantages: Because of the unbound nature of a single tree, it is easy to overfit, 

because a single tree can hold branches until it remembers for training data. Insufficient, 

integrated approaches can weaken this shortcoming. 

 

1.2.1.3 Deep Learning 

Deep learning respects to multiple-layer neural network. It is a method to use hidden 

layers between the input and output layers to model the intermediate representation of 

data. There are several essential mechanisms of deep learning, such as convolution, 

missing, etc., which make the algorithm studies high-dimensional data. Deep learning 

needs large data to train compared with the other algorithms because the model needs to 

estimate a more significant order of magnitude of parameters. 

 

Advantages: Deep Learning is the most advanced technology in a specific area at present. 

Deep neural networks perform well on image, audio, and text data and are also easy to 

update data models with backpropagation algorithms. Their architecture are applied to a 

variety of issues, while the hidden layer also reduces the algorithm's dependence on 

feature engineering. 

 

Disadvantages: It is not appropriate for general ways. Indeed, deep learning does not 

perform as well as the integrated approach to traditional machine learning problems. Also, 

because of the intensive calculations required for training, they require more expertise to 

be able to tune (such as setting architectures and hyper-parameters). 
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1.2.1.4 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifiers 

A non-parametric KNN algorithm is "instance-based," which means it needs to keep each 

training observation. It predicts new sample observations by searching for the most 

similar training samples. Regression of KNN is, 

V / = -., 4 = WXYZ4[ \ /, /.  

			\( /, /. = |/ − /.| 

V / =
C

]
-..∈_ , where ` is the set of K nearest neighbors. 

The locally weighted average is a more accurate method to solve a fitting problem of 

discontinuous function, and the figure 4 shows the details, 

 

Figure 4. Discontinuous case of the nearest neighbor classifier.1  

V / =
1

9(/, /.).

9(/, /.)-.

H

.IC

 

9 /, /. =
1

" + \(/, /.)
;
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The width and slope of kernel function can adjust by changing the parameters in the 

denominator. It is often a better choice to use regularized regression or tree integration 

methods. 

 

Advantages: If we have a useful distance metric and enough labeled training data, this 

method is simple and works well. The disadvantages: Due to the curse of dimensionality 

phenomenon, KNN does not work well with high dimensional inputs /.. 

 

1.2.1.5 Cross Validation (CV) for Regression 

(a) Test set method 

As shown in the figure, the green line is our ground choose; we randomly choose 70 

percent of the data to be a training set (blue), the remainder is the test set in (red).  

 

Figure 5. Linear regression example to show test set method. 1 

Advantages: as a simple method, we only need to choose the way with the best test score. 
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Disadvantages: Wasting data and requires a considerable dataset to have a good 

performance, or the result would not correct with a small dataset. 

(b) Leave one out cross validation  

As shown in the figure, the number of the dataset is from a = 1 to a = 7, let the red dot 

/], -]  become the kth record and transiently remove it from a dataset. Then, training on 

the (7 − 1) datapoints and comparing the error from the distance between the /], -]  

and the ground choose. After we analyzed all the points in the dataset, calculating the 

mean square error (MSE). This method would not waste data but quite expansive. 

 

 

Figure 6. Linear regression example to show leave one out cross-validation. 1 
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(c) K-fold Cross Validation 

This method randomly divides the dataset into k partitions, then train on all the points 

except for first partition and find the sum of error on this partition. Then we do the job 

again which is to train on all the points except for the second partition and find the sum of 

error on this partition. After finding the sum of error on all the partitions, reporting the 

MSE of this dataset. The following figure shows the details. 

 

Figure 7. Linear regression example to show K-fold cross validation. 1 

 
1.2.1.6 Bayesian Linear Regression 

The concept of Bayesian linear regression is to introduce a prior probability distribution 

(Gaussian Distribution) over 9, 

, 9 = 7(9|Zb, cb) 

Multivariate Gaussian: 7 / d, Σ =
C

(;f)g/i

C

|j|k/i
exp	{−

C

;
/ − d):ΣoC / − d  

Then find the posterior distribution of 9 based on likelihood function, 
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, K /, 9, p = 7 KH 9
:∅(/H , p

oC)

G

HIC

 

Here is the posterior distribution of 9, 

, 9 K =
,(K|A, 9, p)×,(9)

,(K|A, p)
 

, 9 K = 7(9|ZG, cG) 

where ZG = cG cb
oCZb + p∅

:K , cG
oC = cb

oC + p∅:∅. 

The value of maximum a posterior (MAP) is equal to the value of ZG, 9rst = ZG 

Advantages: it only uses the training data to determine model complexity.  

 

1.2.2 Classification 

As we introduced before, classification is a supervised learning algorithm used to model 

and predict categorical variables. The goal is to learn a mapping form /  to - , - ∈

{1,2, … , u}, u = 2 is a binary classification, and u > 2 is a multiclass classification. An 

application includes prediction of employee turnover, mail filtering, financial fraud, etc. 

Many regression algorithms have their classification, and classification algorithms tend to 

apply to the prediction of categories (or their likelihood) rather than numbers. 

 

1.2.2.1 Logistic regression 

Logistic regression is a binary classification method corresponding to linear regression. 

Its target variable t is binary, K ∈ {0,1} , we just replace Gaussian distribution with 

Bernoulli distribution, 

, K /, 9 = wxX(K|d / ) 
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where d / = ,(K = 1|/) is the parameter of Bernoulli Distribution, and to make sure 

d / ∈ (0,1), we define  

d / = y4YZ(9:/), where y4YZ W =
C

CMz{|
 

We need generative models for discrete data, it is easy to get negative log-likelihood 

function of 9, 

7}} 9 = − [K.~[d. + 1 − K. ln 1 − d. ]

G

.IC

 

In this case, we do not write maximum log likelihood in closed form. Instead, by using 

Gradient Descent method to learn and find the optimal 9∗, 

9]MC = 9] − O
\7}}(9])

\(9])
 

9]MC = 9] − O [d. − K.]/.

G

.IC

 

The prediction of target is as follow, 

K =
1																							4V	d / = y4YZ(9:/) > 0.5

0																																																								ÇKℎxX94yx
 

The model is still linear, and the algorithm performs well only when the data is linearly 

separable.  

 

Advantages: Output results have a good probability of interpretation. The logical model 

can easily update the data model by stochastic gradient descent. 

Disadvantages: Logistic regression has poor performance in the face of multiple or non-

linear decision boundaries. 
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1.2.2.2 Least Squares Classification for K-class classifier 

A discriminative model classification is solved by the least square method. For 

classification, we want to have a discrete output or posterior probabilities in range (0,1) 

and use activation function to map the function into discrete classes, -] / = 9]
:/ +

9]b = Ñ]
:A. Figure 8 presents an example of two class linear classification and - / =

0	is the decision boundary. The discriminant function is, 

- / = 9:/ + 9b 

where 9b is the bias that sets the distance between the origin and surface, and 9 is a 

weight vector which is orthogonal to all the vectors on the surface, and u] is one of the K 

classes.  

- / ≥ 0	 ⟹ assign / to uC 

- / ≤ 0	 ⟹ assign / to u; 

Least squares is a method to determine 9 and 9b in the discriminant function. We have 

training data {/H, KH}, [ = 1,2, … , 7, KH = {−1,1}. Defining matrix A which has [Kℎ row 

/H
:, and vector T which has [Kℎ row KH. Then we obtain the sum of squares error function, 

E Ñ =
1

2
(AÑ − B):(AÑ − B) 

the optimal solution of Ñ can be achieved from the derivation of E(9), 

Ñ = (A:A)oCA:B 
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Figure 8. Linear regression example to show K-fold cross validation. 1 

Disadvantages: this method is quite sensitive to outliers, and some classes easy to be 

underrepresented even for the easy dataset that has clear decision boundaries. 

 

Figure 9. examples of disadvantages by using least square classification(a) Outliers (b) Underrepresented. 1  
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1.2.2.3 Classification Tree  

The classification algorithm corresponding to the regression tree is a classification tree. 

Often, they all refer to decision trees, and the more rigorous one is a CART, which is also 

known as the CART algorithm. 

 

Advantages: Like regression methods, the integration of classification trees is equally 

excellent in practice. They have considerable robustness and scalability in dealing with 

anomalous data. Due to its hierarchical structure, an integrated approach to the 

classification tree models the nonlinear decision boundary naturally. 

 

Disadvantages: It cannot be constrained, single tree easy over-fitting, integrated approach 

can weaken this effect. 

 

1.2.2.4 Support Vector Machine 

SVM use a technique called kernel functions to transform nonlinear problems into linear 

problems, the essence of which is to calculate the distance between two observations. 

Support vector machine algorithm finds the decision to maximize the sample interval 

boundary; it also knows as the large space classifier. For example, support vector 

machines using linear kernel functions. The most significant use of support vector 

machines is to use a nonlinear kernel function to model the nonlinear decision boundary. 
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Advantages: Support vector machines model nonlinear decision boundaries, and there are 

many optional kernel functions. In the face of over-fitting, support vector machine has a 

strong robustness for high dimension. 

 

Disadvantages: However, support vector machine requires a fair amount of skill to select 

the correct kernel function and are not suitable for larger data sets.  

 

1.2.2.5 Bayesian Classifier 

This is a probabilistic framework to solve classification problems; A Bayes theorem is to 

predict ideal class u.  which maximizes à(u|âCâ; …âH)  given a record of attributes 

âCâ; …âH, we assume that â. is independent, 4 = 1,2, … , 7. 

à(u|âCâ; …âH) =
à âCâ; …âH u à(u)

à(âCâ; …âH)
 

Naïve Bayes classifier  

Naive Bayes bases on conditional probability and counting. It predicts the process of new 

observations by finding the most probable category in the probability table based on the 

sample's eigenvalues. The reason for being called "naive" is the core assumption of the 

conditional independence (for example, each of the input features is independent of each 

other), which in reality is almost untenable. 

 

Advantages: Even if the conditional independence assumption is difficult to set up, the 

Naive Bayes algorithm in practice performs well. The algorithm is easy to implement and 

can accompany by dataset updates.  
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Disadvantages: Because the Naive Bayesian algorithm is too simple, so it is easy to be 

replaced by the above classification algorithm.  

 

Bayesian Network 

Bayesian network represents a set of random variables and the probabilistic or dependent 

relationship between them. It is also a way to tackle drawbacks of Naïve Bayes which has 

lots of dependencies. It permits the subset of the random variables conditionally 

independent. The dependency among random variables and joint probability distribution 

shows through Bayesian model. From the figure, the nodes represent random variables 

and the links connect different nodes are the dependency. X and Y are parents of Z which 

depends on the arrow direction. We use joint distribution to explain the figure for three 

variables in details,  

, /, -, ä = , ä /, - 	, /, - = , ä /, - 	, - / 	,(/) 

For N variables, 

, /C, /;, … , /G = , /G /C, /;, … , /GoC . . . , /; /C ,(/C) 

 

There are three basic connections in the Bayesian network. The white node represented 

an unobserved variable and based on the formula if / is independent of y given z, then  
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, / -, ä = ,(/|z). Similarly, a joint distribution factorizes into the multiplication of two 

marginal distributions; the following equation means x and y are dependent given z. 

, /, - ä = , / -, ä 	, - ä = , / ä 	,(-|ä), represented by / ⊨ -|	ä. 

Tail to tail: 

(a) , /, -, ä = , / ä 	, - ä 	, ä , , /, - = ,(/, -, ä)å = , / 	,(-|/) 

(b) , /, - ä =
t S,R,å

t å
= , / ä ,(-|ä) 

               

															(W)		/ ⊯ -|	∅                                              é 		/ ⊨ -|	ä 

Head to tail: 

(a) , /, -, ä = , / ä 	, - ä 	, ä , , /, - = ,(/, -, ä)å = , / 	, - ä 	,(ä|/)å  

= , / , - ä
å

	, ä / = , /
,(-, ä|/)

,(-|ä)
	,(-|ä)

å
= , / 	,(-|/) 

(b) , /, - ä =
t S,R,å

t å
=

t S t(å|S)t(R|å)

t(å)
= , / ä ,(ä) 

                 

																		(W)		/ ⊯ -|	∅                                                  é 		/ ⊨ -|	ä 

Head to head: 

(a) , /, -, ä = , / , - , ä /, - , , /, - = , / 	,(-) 

(b) , /, - ä =
t(S,R,å)

t(å)
=

t S t R t(å|S,R)

t(å)
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																			(W)		/ ⊨ -|	∅                                               		 é 		/ ⊯ -|	ä 

Advantages: For solving multiple random variable problems, conditional independence is 

essential and is readable from the model without analytical analysis. This concept 

simplifies the complication of probabilistic model. 

 

1.2.2.6 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm 

For data classification, it requires three parts, we need to decide the set of stored records, 

compute the distance between training records, and identify the value of k nearest 

neighbors to retrieve. These are the approaches formulas to calculate the distance,   

One-norm Calculation: \ /, -, ä , /., -., ä. = / − /. + - − -. + |ä − ä.|   

Two-norm Calculation: \ /, -, ä , /., -., ä. = |/ − /.|
; + |- − -.|

; + |ä − ä.|
; 

∞-norm Calculation: \ /, -, ä , /., -., ä. = max	( / − /. + - − -. + ä − ä. ) 

Cosine distance: \ /, -, ä , /., -., ä. = 1 − "Çy0 = 1 −
SSíMRRíMååí

∥ S,R,å ∥	∥( Sí,Rí,åí ∥
 

 

1.2.2.7 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

Neural network model includes input, output, and hidden layers. Connections are the 

most important things in a neuron. Each connection has a weight. A neural network 

training algorithm finds optimal weight by adjusting so that the entire network have an 
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accurate prediction. A neural network model can explain in this way, we have an input 

dataset which has several known features and one hidden feature, and we need to infer 

this unknown feature that called target by applying neural network formula. As shown in 

Figure10, we can predict the output target a by input features	,.,  

W = V( ,.9.

î

.IC

+ é) 

 

Figure 10 Neural Network in Cancer Research3 

 

1.2.3 Clustering 

Clustering searches for populations (clusters) of samples based on the internal structure 

of the data. Use cases include user portraits, e-commerce commodity clustering, and 

social network analysis. Since clustering belongs to unsupervised learning, it will not 

output the "correct answer," and data visualization often uses when evaluating the results. 

If you need "the right answer," training for pre-clustered clusters, then the classification 

algorithm is more appropriate. 
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1.2.3.1 K-means 

K-means measures clustering based on the geometric distances between sample points. 

As the cluster centers around the cluster, the result will be nearly spherical. 

 

Advantages: K-means is fast enough and simple enough to give you amazing flexibility if 

your preprocessed data and feature engineering are both very capable, but the algorithm 

needs to specify the number of clusters, and the choice of K value is usually not so easy 

to determine.  

 

1.2.3.3 Hierarchical clustering 

Hierarchical clustering, the algorithm is based on the following concepts to achieve: 1) 

Each cluster starts with a data point; 2) Each cluster can be merged based on the same 

criteria; 3) Repeat this process until you have only one remaining cluster, which gives 

you the cluster's hierarchy. 

 

Advantages: It can easily extend to big data sets but similar to the K-means, the algorithm 

requires the number of selected clusters, that is, the level to retain after the algorithm 

completed. 

 

3.4 DBSCAN 

DBSCAN is a clustering algorithm that clusters dense areas of sample points; its latest 

development is HDBSCAN, which allows the density of clusters to be variable. 
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DBSCAN does not need to assume that a class of spherical clusters, its performance can 

be extended. It does not require every point to assign to the cluster, which reduces cluster 

noise. However, the user has to adjust the cluster density by adjusting two hyper-

parameters "epsilon" and "min-sample". DBSCAN is very sensitive to this. 

 

1.3 – Introduction of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 
Nowadays, a wave of using SVMs to achieve datasets classification have a good 

performance in different areas, such like BCI, handwritten character recognition, and face 

detection. 

1.3.1 SVM in Linear Case 

 

Figure 11. SVM in Linear Case4 

SVM is a method to handle datasets classification. As shown in Figure11, SVM is a 

hyperplane that can separate the positive examples form negative ones with a maximum 

margin. A margin is the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest positive or 

negative samples. For linearly separable dataset, output of linear SVM is, 
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ï = 9 ∙ / − é , ï = ±1 

where 9 is a support vector and / is an input vector. 

The nearest points located on the hyperplanes 1C	and 1;, 

1C:		9 ∙ / − é = 1 

1;:		9 ∙ / − é = −1 

Based on the distance formula,  

ò4yKW["x =
|W/C + é/; + "|

W; + é;
 

The margin m can be expressed as below, 

Z =
9 ∙ / − é

9 ;

=
1

9 ;

 

Our purpose is to separate the positive and the negative examples through maximizing 

the margin m, 

max
U

1

9 ;

 

For positive examples,  

9 ∙ /ô − é ≥ 1 , for -. = 1 

For negative examples, 

9 ∙ /ô − é ≤ −1 , for -. = −1 

The combination of the above constrain is  

-.(9 ∙ /ô − é) ≥ 1 - ∈ {−1,1} 

Hence, the maximizing margin represents as follow,  

min
U,õ

1

2
9 ; 					yïéúx"K	KÇ	-. 9 ∙ /ô − é ≥ 1	, - ∈ −1,1 , ∀4	 
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where /ô is the 4th training example and -ô is the label of the SVM. 

Using a Lagrange method, we convert the primal function into a Lagrange function, 

} 9, é, û. =
1

2
9 ; + û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é  

Primal Problem min
U,õ

} 9, é, û. , concerning 9	W[\	é. 

Because of the complexity of the constrains and the uncertain of the input variables, we 

have to convert this primal problem into a dual problem, 

Dual function Y(û.) = min
U,õ

} 9, é, û.  

Dual Problem max
üí†b

Y(û. ] = max
üí†b

{min
U,õ

{
C

;
9 ; + û.

H
.IC 1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é }} 

From Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary condition, the above function satisfies at 

point (9∗, é∗, û.
∗) 

(a) ∇UL 9∗, é∗û.
∗ = 9∗ − /.û.

∗H
.IC -. = 0	 ⟹ 9∗ = û.

∗H
.IC /.-.	

(b) ∇õL 9∗, é∗û.
∗ = − û.

∗H
.IC -. = 0	 ⟹ û.

∗H
.IC -. = 0	

(c) Primal Feasibility: -.(9 ∙ /ô − é) ≥ 1 - ∈ {−1,1} 

(d) Dual Feasibility:  û.∗ ≥ 0 

(e) Complementary Slackness: û.
H
.IC 1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é = 0 

From (a) and (b), we can reduce the primal problem as follow: 

} 9, é, û. =
1

2
9 ; + û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é  

min
U,õ

} 9, é, û. = min
U,õ

{
1

2
9 ; + û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é } 
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min
U,õ

} 9, é, û. = û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
9 ; 

From (a),  

9∗ = û.
∗

H

.IC

-./ô 

min
U,õ

} 9, é, û. = û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ 

max
üí†b

min
U,õ

} 9, é, û. = max
üí†b

û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ 

Therefore, the reduced dual (QP) problem based on the objective function •	which is 

dependent on û is 

min
ü
•	(û) = min

ü
[
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ − û.

H

.IC

] 

subject to inequality constrains, 

û. ≥ 0		∀4 

and one equality constraint, 

û.

H

.IC

-. = 0 

Here, n represents the number of training examples. Each training example corresponds 

to a Lagrange multiplier û. . Form the above KKT conditions, once we define the 

Lagrange multipliers, The 9 and threshold b can be calculated from û if we define û. 
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1.3.2 SVM in Non-separable Datasets case 

However, not all datasets are linearly separable. Hence, we introduce a punishment 

variable C to the previous equation, C allows the points to stay at the wrong margin. 4 

The new modified case is, 

min
U,õ,¶

1

2
9 ; + u ß.	

H

.IC

			yïéúx"K	KÇ		-. 9 ∙ /ô − é ≥ 1 − ß.		W[\	, ß. ≥ 0	∀4,	 

where ß. are slack variables, and C is a punishment parameter which is trade off margin.  

 

The procedure of solving QP problem is similar to the previous linear case. Using a 

Lagrange, we convert the optimization problem into a primal problem, 

} 9, é, ß., û., p. =
1

2
9 ; + u ß.	

H

.IC

+ û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é − p.ß.	

H

.IC

 

Primal Problem min
U,õ

} 9, é, ß., û., p.  

Dual function Y(û., p.) = min
U,õ

} 9, é, ß., û., p.  

Dual Problem max
üí†b

Y(û., p. ] 

max
üí†b

{min
U,õ

{
1

2
9 ; + u ß.	

H

.IC

+ û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é − p.ß.	

H

.IC

}} 

According to KKT necessary condition, satisfies at (9∗, é∗, ß.
∗, û.

∗
, p.

∗) 

(f) ∇UL 9
∗, é∗, ß.

∗, û.
∗
, p.

∗ = 9∗ − /.û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0	 ⟹ 9∗ = û.
∗H

.IC /.-.	

(g) ∇õL 9∗, é∗, ß.
∗, û.

∗
, p.

∗ = − û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0												 ⟹ û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0	

(h) ∇¶L 9∗, é∗, ß.
∗, û.

∗
, p.

∗ = u − û.
∗−p.

∗ = 0	

(i) Primal Feasibility: -.(9∗ ∙ /ô − é
∗) ≥ 1 - ∈ {−1,1} , ß.∗ ≥ 0 
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(j) Dual Feasibility:  û.∗ ≥ 0, p.
∗ ≥ 0 

(k) Complementary Slackness: û.
H
.IC 1 − -. 9

∗ ∙ /ô − é
∗ = 0, p.

∗ß.
∗H

.IC = 0 

From (h) and (j), we can get u ≥ û.
∗. 

From (f) and (g), we can reduce primal problem as follow, 

min
U,õ,¶

} 9, é, ß., û., p. = min
U,õ,¶

{
1

2
9 ; + u ß.

H

.IC

+ û.

H

.IC

1 − -. 9 ∙ /ô − é p.ß.

H

.IC

} 

min
U,õ,¶

} 9, é, ß., û., p. =
1

2
9 ; + û.

H

.IC

+ u ß.

H

.IC

− û.ß.

H

.IC

− p.ß.

H

.IC

− 9 ; 

From (h), we have  

min
U,õ,¶

} 9, é, û. = û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
9 ; 

From (a),  

9∗ = û.
∗

H

.IC

-./ô 

We can derive it as follow, 

min
U,õ,¶

} 9, é, ß., û., p. = û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ 

max
üí†b

min
U,õ,¶

} 9, é, ß., û., p. = max
üí†b

û.

H

.IC

−
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ 

Therefore, the reduced dual (QP) problem based on the objective function •	which is 

dependent on û is, 

min
ü
•	(û) = min

ü
[
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ − û.

H

.IC

] 
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subject to 0 ≤ û. ≤ u		∀4 

û.

H

.IC

-. = 0 

The slack variables ß. will not appear in QP function. 

 

1.3.3 SVM in non-linear Classifiers Case 

For non-linear classifiers SVM, the output is computed from Lagrange multipliers: 

ï = û.

H

.IC

-.® /£, / − é 

Where ® /£, /  is a kernel function. The kernel function is an effective method to solve 

non-linear classifiers case. It maps non-linear sample features to high dimensional space 

where the relevant features could be separated linearly. 4  

The output of a non-linear classifiers is derived from the linearly separable case,  

ï = 9 ∙ / − é ,and 9 = û£
H
£IC /£-£ 

For other algorithms that solve SVM tasks, the data in raw representation have to 

transform into feature vector representation, in contrast, kernel methods require only a 

user-specified kernel.  

 

In our case, Kernel function ® /£, / 	measures the similarity between the input vector / 

and the stored training vector /£. It remembers the 4th training example /£, /  and learns 

form it then predicts for unlabeled inputs. Linear kernel is ® /£, / = /£
:/ . It is 

calculated initially in the low dimension, and the solid classification performance  is 
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represented in the high dimension, thus avoiding the direct complicated calculation in the 

high-dimensional space. 

 

Examples of kernel functions include the polynomial kernel, Gaussian kernel, and neural 

network non-linearities. In this report, we focus on polynomials kernel and Gaussian 

kernel, the comparison of using different kernel functions to solve SVM or SVDD 

problems show. 

 

The KKT necessary conditions for non-linear case is similar to the non-separable case. 

From KKT necessary condition, the above equation satisfies at (9∗, é∗, û.
∗, p.

∗), 

(l) ∇UL 9
∗, é∗, ß.

∗, û.
∗
, p.

∗ = 9∗ − /.û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0	 ⟹ 9∗ = û.
∗H

.IC /.-.	

(m) ∇õL 9∗, é∗, ß.
∗, û.

∗
, p.

∗ = − û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0												 ⟹ û.
∗H

.IC -. = 0	

(n) ∇¶L 9∗, é∗, ß.
∗, û.

∗
, p.

∗ = u − û.
∗−p.

∗ = 0	

(o) Primal Feasibility: -.(9∗ ∙ /ô − é
∗) ≥ 1 - ∈ {−1,1} , ß.∗ ≥ 0 

(p) Dual Feasibility:  û.∗ ≥ 0, p.
∗ ≥ 0 

(q) Complementary Slackness: û.
H
.IC 1 − -. 9

∗ ∙ /ô − é
∗ = 0, p.

∗ß.
∗H

.IC = 0 

Due to its limitation, the QP problem is solved when, for all 4: 

û. = 0 ⟺ -.ï. ≥ 1 

0 < û. < u ⟺ -.ï. = 1 

û. = 0 ⟺ -.ï. ≤ 1 

ï.	is the output of the SVM for the 4th training example. 

QP problem in non-linear classifiers case, 
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min
ü
•	(û) = min

ü
[
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£(/ô ∙

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ − û.

H

.IC

] 

subject to 0 ≤ û. ≤ u		∀4 

û.

H

.IC

-. = 0 

QP problem with kernel function in non-linear classifiers case, 

min
ü
•	(û) = min

ü
[
1

2
-.

H

£IC

-£®(/ô,

H

.IC

/§)û.û£ − û.

H

.IC

] 

subject to 0 ≤ û. ≤ u		∀4 

û.

H

.IC

-. = 0 

If we want to solve SVM QP problem, we are only required to find the optimal Lagrange 

multipliers û based on its constraints. 

1.4 –Advantages and Scenarios of using SVMs 

SVMs are insensitive to overtraining and the curse of dimensionality due to the margin 

maximization and the u regularization. It also has seldom hyper-parameters that require 

being adjusted manually such as C and RBF width $. For SVM classifier, it utilizes 

kernel function ®(/, -)  to map the data to a much higher dimensionality, and makes 

SVM generate a nonlinear decision boundary with increasing a low classifier’s 

complexity. It is useful for binary classification such as solving BCI problems with 

Gaussian RBF kernel. 5 
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2. Training Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 

2.1 – Method for Training SVMs 

2.1.1 Previous methods for training SVMs 

The QP problem that we solved for non-linear case involves a matrix with a certain 

quantity of elements that have the same number with the square of the number of training 

datasets. Therefore, it cannot solve via standard QP techniques. To solve this problem, 

previous methods and the method we are going to introduce are listed below. 

 
 

Figure 12. Methods comparison.4 

In Figure 2, the horizontal line stands for the training datasets, while the black boxes are 

the Lagrange multipliers û. We have to optimize û at the specific step.In this case, we 

have n Lagrange multipliers. 
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2.1.1.1 Chunking method 

It uses a certain number of training examples, these examples are added to each step, the 

zero û are discarded at each step as well. Thus, the number of instances tends to increase. 

However, this method requires a large scale of û to update at each step. It is not time 

efficient. 4 

2.1.2.2 Osuna method 

This method breaks down the massive QP problem into small subproblems. If one 

training example against the KKT conditions, it will be added to the examples for the 

previous subproblems. This means that as we add one case, we subtract another one in 

every step.  

2.1.2.3 SMO method 

This method uses two analytically Lagrange multipliers to optimize at every step so that 

every step is faster than before. 

 

2.2 – Introduction to Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) 

 Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is a simple algorithm that can quickly solve the 

QP problem of SVM without any additional matrix storage and without using numerical 

optimization methods at all. SMO distributes the overall QP problem into small QP 

problems. Osuna’s theorem can ensure convergence. The advantage of SMO rest with the 

fact that solving for two Lagrange multipliers ûCW[\	û; analytically. We choose û., û£ in 
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each step. Optimizing and finding the optimal values for these multipliers, the updated 

SVM can reflect those optimal values. 

Solving for two Lagrange Multipliers 

 

Figure 13. Solving for Lagrange multipliers.4 

For explaining two Lagrange multipliers ûCW[\	û; , SMO will find the constraints of 

them. Based on the constrain of QP problem, 

û.
H
.IC -. = 0 , -. ∈ {−1,1} 

								⟹ ûC-C + û;-; + ⋯+ ûH-H = 0 

⟹ ûC-C + û;-; = "Ç[yKW[K 

A boundary constraint makes the ûCand û;	lies in a box, while the two multipliers satisfy 

the linear equality constraint. The algorithm first computes the second lagrange û; . 

If the target y1 ≠ y2, the following bounds apply to α2:  

L= max (0, α2 −α1), H = min (C, C+α2 −α1). 

If the target y1 =	y2, then the following bounds apply to α2:  

L = max (0, α2 +α1 −C), H = min (C, α2 +α1). 
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To explain this bound condition in details, if the target y1 ≠ y2, it applies to Figure, 

 

Figure 14  

If – a < 0, the lower bound L is } = 0. 

From the value of ûC,  

ûC = u = a + û; ⟹ û; = u − a ⟹ û; = u + û; − ûC 

Therefore, the upper bound H is,  

1 = u + û; − ûC 

If – a > 0, it is obviously that the upper bound H is 1 = u. 

From the value of ûC,  

ûC = 0 ⟹ û; = −a ⟹ û; = û; − ûC 

Therefore, the Lower bound L is } = û; − ûC. 

} = ZW/(0, û; − ûC), H = min (C, C+û; − ûC) 

if the target y1 = y2, it applies to Figure 5, 
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Figure 15.  

If a < u, the lower bound is } = 0. 

The higher bound is, 

1 = a = û; + ûC 

If a > u, it is obvious that the upper bound is, 

1 = u 

From the value of ûC, 

ûC = u = a − û; ⟹ û; = a − u = ûC + û; − u 

The lower bound is, 

} = ûC + û; − u 

L = max (0, û; + ûC − u), H = min (u, û; + ûC) 

The second derivative of the objective function •	 û 	along the diagonal line is, 

O = ® /C, /C + ® /;, /; − 2® /C, /;  

The minimum:  

û;
HzU = û; +

-;(EC−E;)

O
 

E. = ï. − -. is the error. The constrained minimum is,4  
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û;
HzU,ÆØ.ttz>

=

1																														4V	û;
HzU ≥ 1;

û;
HzU															4V	} < û;

HzU < 1;

}																																4V	û;
HzU ≤ }.

 

Now, let y = -C-;. The value of ûC is computed from û;
HzU,ÆØ.ttz>: 4 

ûC
HzU = ûC + y(û; − û;

HzU,ÆØ.ttz>
) 

From the above equations, the updated value ûC and û; will be obtained. 
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2.3 – SVMs-SMO Implementation 

2.3.1 Linear Kernel Implementation 

We used SMO algorithms to solve SVM and tested on classical small datasets Iris, the 

performance for three datasets listed in table 1, 

 

Train/Test Datasets Results 

iris-versicolor.txt w: [-0.38359791  -5.0178086   1.08382021  -1.93929135] 

 Support vector count: 114 

 Accuracy: 0.740 

 Bias: 15.483 

iris-virginica.txt w:[-16.51028909  -3.51127755  -41.58436542  -24.71822802] 

 Support vector count: 89 

 Accuracy: 0.733 

 Bias: 293.463 

iris-slwc.txt w:[ 1.78117805 -2.15391409] 

 Support vector count: 25 

 Accuracy: 0.973 

 Bias: -3.497 

  Table 1 Linear Kernel Implementation Result 

Where w is our normal vector. The first two files are four dimensions, and the last one is 

in one dimension. 
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2.3.2 Quadratic Kernel Implementation 

When we test the datasets by using quadratic kernel function, the performance of each 

file is listed in table 2, 

 

Train/Test Datasets Result 

iris-versicolor.txt w: [-0.39911243  -3.51204136  0.8976541  -1.49297658] 

 Support vector count: 108 

 Accuracy: 0.753 

 Bias: 11.140 

iris-virginica.txt w: [-16.58626465  -4.26536646  -40.95485955  -24.32636962] 

 Support vector count: 86 

 Accuracy: 0.733 

 Support vector count: 86 

iris-slwc.txt w: [ 5.43456603 -6.62293115] 

 Support vector count: 27 

 Accuracy: 0.927 

 Bias: -11.196 

Table 2 Quadratic Kernel Implementation Result 
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2.3.3 Kernel Functions Comparison 
 

Comparison of two-dimensional data “iris-slwc” and “banana_data” were used to show 

the performance of changing punishment parameter C and threshold $  on different 

kernels in linear dataset case. The yellow dots represent support vectors, the red dots are 

positive examples in positive area, and blue dots represent negative examples. 

        SVM-linear-kernel                         SVM-quadratic-kernel                         SVM-RBF-Kernel 

 
Figure 16 SVM on linear-iris dataset with (", $) = (1,0.03) 

 
Figure 17 SVM on linear-iris dataset with (", $) = (1,0.01) 

 
 

Kernel Functions 

±, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥µ) ±, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ≥) 

Support Vector 

Count 
Accuracy 

Support Vector 

Count 
Accuracy 

Linear Kernel 18 0.993 18 0.993 

Quadratic Kernel 5 1 5 1 

Gaussian RBF Kernel 94 1 63 1 

Table 3 Support Vector count and Accuracy comparison across different value of $ 
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From the table 3, we found that sigma influences the performance of Gaussian RBF 

kernel. A lager value of sigma consumes fewer support vectors and has better accuracy. 

Sigma has no influence on SVM with the linear kernel or quadratic kernel results. A 

larger value of C means outliers have more influence on the objective function, which 

means that we don’t want to see the outliers, and the compromise between the minimum 

hyper-ball and the degree of misalignment can be achieved by tuning the value of C. 

         SVM-linear-kernel                         SVM-quadratic-kernel                         SVM-RBF-Kernel 

 

Figure 18 SVM on linear-iris dataset with (", $) = (0.1,0.1) 

 

Figure 19 SVM on linear-iris dataset with	(", $) = (1,0.03) 

Kernel Functions 
±, ≤ = (¥. ≥, ¥. ≥) ±, ≤ = (≥¥, ¥. ≥) ±, ≤ = (≥¥¥, ¥. ≥) 

SVC Accuracy SVC Accuracy SVC Accuracy 

Linear Kernel 56 1 7 1 3 1 

Quadratic Kernel 14 1 3 1 3 1 

Gaussian RBF Kernel 110 0.940 61 1 61 1 

Table 4 Support Vector count and Accuracy comparison across different value of C 
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In figure 18 and figure 19, from the above comparison, it is clear that if we fix the value 

of sigma and tune the punishment variable C with different values, for all the kernel cases, 

as we increase C, they consume less support vectors. 

 

3.3.4 Gaussian Kernel 

As we introduced in Kernel Function before, the basic idea of Gaussian RBF Kernel is to 

map low-dimensional non-linear features to high-dimensional space where the relevant 

features could be separated linearly. This kernel function is commonly used because we 

benefit from its low-dimensional calculation, and the classification performance shown in 

high-dimension, avoiding complicate calculation in high-dimensional space. Therefore, 

Gaussian Kernel is a better function that can measure the similarity and the difference 

between the training vectors and the input vectors for non-linear hyperplane. The 

Gaussian Kernel function is 

® /., /£ = ∅ /. , ∅ /£ = ∅(/.)
:∅(/£) 

® /., /£ = x
o
∥SíoS∂∥

i

;∑i  

However, the core issue in SVM with Gaussian kernel is how to tune the parameter $. It 

is the most time-consuming part cause each dataset has its unique range of $. We have to 

tune sigma based on different datasets. Graph (a)shows Nonlinearly separable data in the 

2D space. in picture (b) Gaussian kernel projects the samples into higher-dimensional 

feature space. 
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(a) (b) 

 

2.4 – Introduction of Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) 

Support vector data description (SVDD) is a method to find a spherically shaped 

boundary around one dataset. It will cover the positive examples in a ball-shaped space 

from negative examples with maximum distance. Therefore, SVDD is a good example to 

show the performance of SMO method by solving non-linear hyperplane which is SVDD 

problems. SVDD has utilized in various kinds of fields such as face recognition7, pattern 

diagnosing8, and anomaly detection9. The basic idea of SVDD is to map the train samples 

to some eigenspaces; we describe the samples by calculating the minimal hypersphere 

which contains the samples10. The primal problem is, 

min
∏,Æ

π; 

y. K. ∥ " − ∅ /. ∥;≤ π;, 4 = 1,2, … , 7 

∅(∙) is a function that maps training data /. ∈ πH, 4 = 1,… ,7 to a higher dimensional 

space, a hyper-spherical model characterizes by the center c and the radius R and testing 

data will be defined as an outlier if ∥ " − ∅ /. ∥;> π;.  
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However, like the previous non- linear case, the samples should constrain some noise in 

general. To solve the problem with noise, we transformed the following Quadratic 

Programming10, 

min
∏,Æ,¶

π; + u ß.

G

.IC

 

y. K. ∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
;≤ π; + ß., ß. ≥, 4 = 1,2, … , 7 

The Lagrange function of the previous QP problem is, 

} π, ", û., p., ß. = π; + u ß.

G

.IC

− û.

G

.IC

π; + ß.−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
; − p.ß.

G

.IC

 

The KKT necessary conditions for primal problem is satisfied at (π∗, "∗, û.∗, p.
∗, ß.

∗), 

∇∏} π
∗, "∗, û.

∗, p.
∗, ß.

∗ = π∗(1 − û.
∗G

.IC ) = 0, 4 = 1,2, … , 7 ⟹ û.
∗G

.IC = 1 

∇Æ} π
∗, "∗, û.

∗, p.
∗, ß.

∗ = /. û.
∗

G

.IC

− "∗ û.
∗

G

.IC

= 0 ⟹ "∗ = û.
∗∅(/.)

G

.IC
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∇¶} π
∗, "∗, û.

∗, p.
∗, ß.

∗ = u − û.
∗ − p.

∗ = 0, 4 = 1,2, … , 7 

Primal Feasibility: π;∗ + ß.
∗ ≥∥ "∗ − ∅(/.) ∥

; 

Dual Feasibility:  û.∗ ≥ 0, p.
∗ ≥ 0, ß.

∗ ≥ 0, 4 = 1,2, … , 7 

Complementary Slackness: û.
∗G

.IC π;∗ + ß.
∗−∥ "∗ − ∅(/.) ∥

; = 0, p.
∗ß.

∗G
.IC = 0		 

There are three situations depending on the different value of û. , 

(a) if û. = 0, we have p. = u, ß. = 0 ⟹ π;−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
;≥ 0; 

(b) if 0 < û. < u, we have π; + ß.−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥;= 0, p. > 0, ß. = 0 

⟹ π;−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
;= 0; 

(c) if û. = u, we have π; + ß.−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥;= 0, ß. > 0 ⟹ π;−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
;≤ 0; 

Let’s define the decision function of SVDD as, 

V / = π;−∥ " − ∅(/.) ∥
; 

where the center of the ball is, " = û.
G
.IC ∅(/.), and R is the radius. 

Usually, the input samples at the lower dimensions space cannot be separate in some 

scenarios, but it is separable when mapped into the higher dimensions space, which 

means that mapping /., /£ 	 into ∅ /. , ∅ /£  , Kernel function is a good choice as 

below, 

® /., /£ = ∅ /. , ∅ /£ = ∅(/.)
:∅(/£) 
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Here, we use Gaussian Kernel to map the sample points to the eigenspace,  

® /., /£ = x
o
∥SíoS∂∥

i

;∑i  

If /.	is close to the /£, the value of kernel function is 1, and if /.	is far away from the  /£, 

the result of kernel function is equal to 0. The reason to choose Gaussian Function is that 

of it can map the original training samples to an infinite higher dimension. Obviously, the 

matrix K from Gaussian kernel is positive semi-definite. 11 According to the Mercer 

Theorem, inner product /., /£  can be written as kernel function which is 

® /., /£ 	ÇX	®.£, and we can prove that Gaussian Kernel is effective in this case. 

Dual function of the primal problem is, 

max
üí†b,	∫í†b

min
∏,Æ,¶í

}(π, ", û., p., ß.) 

Based on the previous KKT conditions, the primal QP problem is as below, 

max
ü
}(û) = − û.û£

G

.,£IC

® /., /£ + û.® /., /£

G

.,£IC

 

y. K. û.

G

.IC

= 1, u ≤ û. ≤ 0, 4 = 1,2, … , 7. 

2.4.1 Using SMO method to solve QP problems of SVDD 

At first, we need the derivative of dual function at û., 

Y. = ∇üí} û = −2û£®.£ 

Select two samples with subscript s, t in two working sets as below, 
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y = argmin	(YΩ|ûΩ > 0) 

K = argmax	(Yæ|ûæ < u) 

Since we know that the following constraints in the dual problem, û.
G
.IC = 1, we can 

get the following equation of Lagrange multiplier, 

ûΩ + ûæ = ûΩ
øØ> + ûΩ

øØ> = ¿ = "Ç[yKW[K 

From the Figure, we can see that the bounds are exactly the same to the SVMs case. Then 

we recognize ûΩ, ûæ as an unknown parameter, and others as an already known parameter. 

We get the following optimization. 

W 	u > ¿	                                                           (é)	u < ¿ 

 

When u > ¿, }ü = 0,1ü = ¿ 

When u ≤ ¿, }ü = ¿ − u,1ü = u 

For 0 ≤ û ≤ u, we can find the lower bound }ü and upper bound 1ü, 
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}ü = max(0, ûæ
øØ> + ûΩ

øØ> − u) 

1ü = min(u, ûæ
øØ> + ûΩ

øØ>) 

We can see that the bounds are exactly the same to the SVMs case. Then we recognize 

ûΩ, ûæ as unknown parameter, and others as already known parameter. We get following 

optimization. 

max
ü¡,	ü¬

}( ûΩ, ûæ) = − ®ΩΩûΩ
; + ®ææûæ

; + 2®ΩæûΩûæ

− 2 û.

G

.√Ω,æ

ƒ /. ƒ /Ω ûΩ + ƒ /æ ûæ + uÇ[yKW[K 

y. K. ûΩ + ûæ = ¿, 0 ≤ ûΩ, ûæ ≤ u 

ûΩ = ¿ − ûæ = ûæ
øØ> + ûΩ

øØ> − ûæ 
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2.5 – SVM-SVDD Implementation 

The support vector numbers and accurate comparison between SVM-SMO RBF kernel 

Implementation and the SVDD-SMO RBF kernel Implementation on linear-iris-datasets 

are shown in figure 20 and figure 21.  

													 ≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥µ)                            ≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. µ¥)																												 ≈, ≤ = (≥, ≥. ¥¥) 

 

Figure 20 SVM-RBF kernel in linear-iris-datasets 

 

Figure 21 SVDD-RBF kernel in linear-iris-datasets 

 
 SVM SVDD 

 

Support Vector 

Count Accuracy 

Support Vector 

Count Accuracy 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥µ) 94 1.000 61 1.000 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. µ¥) 29 1.000 16 1.000 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ≥. ¥¥) 20 0.993 9 1.000 

 
Table 5 SVC and accuracy comparison in Linear-dataset SVM-SMO and SVDD-SMO Implementation 
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From the above figures, we can draw the conclusion that SVDD has good performance 

than SVM based on the number of support vector counts as we were tuning sigma. 

 

Figure 22 and figure 23 shows the support vector numbers and accurate comparison 

between SVM-SMO and the SVDD-SMO with RBF kernel on non-linear-banana-data. 

Like we discussed before, SVDD has better performance with least support vectors. 

													 ≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥≥)                            ≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥µ)																												 ≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ≥¥) 

 

Figure 22 SVM-RBF kernel in non-linear-banana-datasets 

 

Figure 23 SVDD-RBF kernel in non-linear-banana-datasets 

 SVM SVDD 

 SVC Accuracy SVC Accuracy 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥≥) 54 0.913 39 0.957 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ¥µ) 40 0.870 25 0.942 

≈, ≤ = (≥, ¥. ≥¥) 36 0.754 14 0.899 

Table 6 SVC and accuracy comparison in Non-linear-dataset SVM-SMO and SVDD-SMO 
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This part introduces the influence of the kernel parameter $ on the classification result, 

and tuning on the classical banana dataset. From the result in figure 24, red points are 

target classes and training data points. Blue areas are not belonging to the target class. 

Yellow spots represent the number of support vectors. We fix the value of punishment 

variable C and tune sigma; a small sigma performs close are, it is quite distinctive that 

red areas in (a) are overfitting. As we increase the value of sigma, red area increasing and 

consumes fewer support vectors. 

 

Figure 24. Influence of Gaussian Kernel parameter $ 
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2.5.1 Fast SVMs with Parallel SMO 

In this part, we will explain two papers; they realized SMO method by using the 

distributed computer system. SMO algorithm has high training price for saving memory 

space. In the first paper12, they use an algorithm of parallel computing based on 

Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) machine and improved its efficiency12. In table7, it 

lists the running time and speed up comparison between two methods with Gaussian 

Radial basis function (RBF) kernel.  

 

 

Table 7 runtime and speedup comparison12. 

In the second paper13, it introduces that a parallel SMO is developed using message 

passing interface (MPI). The adult data set and the Mixing National Institute of Standard 

and Technology (MNIST) data set have a great speedup when many processors are used. 
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In table 8, it lists the running time and the speedup comparison among three methods 

with Gaussian (RBF) kernel. The difference between SMO and Parallel SMO is that 

Parallel SOM separates the large datasets into the small part and distributes them to 

different computers with better performance CPUs and GPUs. In this way, it will achieve 

time efficiency. As we introduced, to test SVMs with different SMO Algorithms (single-

sequential and parallel), we need to examine them on large datasets. To do this, the 

following tools which were implemented by myself is not efficient enough. So we need 

to use some sophisticated online tools. 

 

 

Table 8 Elapsed time used in the sequential SMO and the parallel SMO and LIBSVM13 
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3. Seizure Forecasting in Canine Epilepsy  

Epileptic Seizure is a brief episode of symptoms because of abnormal synchronous 

neuronal activity in human brain14. Electroencephalography (EEG) is a medical 

instrument electroencephalography device that collects the weak bioelectricity generated 

by the human brain itself at the scalp and enlarges the recorded curve. EEG is commonly 

utilized in diagnose seizure because of epilepsy causes abnormal EEG recording data15.  

 

Nowadays, millions of people’s daily life is disturbed by epileptic seizures even if take 

various kinds of medications. Therefore, seizure forecasting has become an essential 

approach to help patients to avoid danger by taking antiepileptic drugs only when needed 

during preictal (pre-seizure) stage. However, obstacles exist because of the lack of open 

assess to acquire long-duration recordings of intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) 

data for identify, and forecasting seizure occurs periods.  

 

During the early research period, many seizure forecasting researchers who use iEEG 

features were subject to inadequate statistical analysis, the lack of long duration recording 

with a sufficient number of during-seizure data, and the numbers of epileptic seizures for 

statistical analytics. Those iEEG data barely produce enough seizures divided by distinct 

during-seizure periods for statistical testing. An artificial epileptic focus developed for 

forecasting naturally seizure animal models remains unclear. Although Machine Learning 

becomes a unique technique to do seizure forecasting of interictal and preictal 

classification with the auspicious result. Fortunately, an advanced implantable seizure 
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advisory system made by NeuroVista Inc. is possible to insert into the brain of canines 

with natural epilepsy for running a real-time seizure predicting algorithm. However, 

sensitivity and specificity of modified algorithms still need for improving the 

performance of forecasting.  

 

NeuroVista Inc. developed an implantable seizure advisory system that made 16 channels 

of iEEG (400Hz) running real-time epilepsy predicting algorithm.  Researchers found 

that canine with naturally occurring seizure is able applied the device as they are large 

enough to accommodate the human device, and their seizure is similar clinically17 and 

neurophysiologically18 to human epilepsy. 

 

3.1 – Subjects and Data Type 

Epilepsy Foundation of American and National Institute of Health supported an event on 

kaggle.com that conduct a seizure forecasting competition by providing an open-access 

chronic ambulatory iEEG data collected from dogs with naturally epilepsy16. The access 

datasets divid into two parts, labeled data which includes 10-min interictal (during-

seizure) and preictal (pre-seizure) clips iEEG training data, and half percent unlabeled 

iEEG test data for seizure forecasting and evaluation. My goal is to create a supervised 

Machine Learning (ML) algorithm which predicts epileptic seizures from the analysis of 

labeled iEEG data from four dogs, then accurately labeled and classifies preictal data 

form interictal testing data16.  
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Our target subjects are four dogs with naturally epileptic seizure, the long-duration 

datasets are acquired from the NeuroVista seizure advisory system implanted device 

mentioned before16. These subjects raise at the veterinary hospitals at the University of 

Minnesota and the University of Pennsylvania. Their brains implant with sixteen subdural 

electrodes in a bilaterally symmetrical arrangement that shown in Figure 25 (A). 

 

 

Figure 25. From: Crowdsourcing reproducible seizure forecasting in canine epilepsy16 

Brain. 2016;139(6):1713-1722. doi:10.1093/brain/aww045 (A) For the canine subjects, bilateral pairs of 4-
contact strips were implanted oriented along the anterior-posterior direction. Electrode wires were tunnelled 
through the neck and connected to an implanted telemetry device secured beneath the latissimus dorsi 
muscle. (B) An hour of data with a 5-min offset before each lead seizure was extracted and split into 10-
min segments for analysis. (C) The expanded view illustrates a �35-s long seizure.  
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For preictal data clips, the duration of data extraction was 66 min prior to lead seizure of 

dog, and it was divided into six 10-min data clips and spaced 10-sec apart in time. The 

clips offset 5-min preceding to the observed seizure onset aimed to preclude subtle ictal 

symptom from contaminating the final data clips. Interictal data clips were randomly 

selected times for a minimum of one week from the onset of any seizure, and the data 

clips were selected in groups of six 10-min clips with 10-sec spacing apart in time.  

 

The extracted data segments were independently mean centered and stored by sequencing 

structures. It includes data segment length, sampling data, iEEG data sampling frequency, 

and channel names in uncompressed MATLAB format files. An ordered number 

represents the clip’s sequential position in a series of six 10-sec data clips were included 

in the training data files. But the temporal sequence of the whole dataset was not 

accessible to us.  

 

As we introduced before, the labeled data includes interictal and preictal clips iEEG 

training data, and the other half percent unlabeled iEEG test data for seizure forecasting 

and evaluation. The reason for dividing training and testing data was to make an 

availability of sufficient number of lead seizures for training and testing purpose. The 

following Figure shows the details of preictal and interictal data clips extraction. 
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Figure 26 Preictal and Interictal data clips extraction 

3.2 – Application Difficulties 

1. Overfitting 

From table 10, it is obvious that there is a huge uneven proportion between the interctal 

and preictal data files. This is a reason to cause overfitting. We need to find a way to 

increase the number of preictal files. 

2.Calibration Prediction 

Calibration prediction means to find a general model for training all the subjects. This is 

very difficult because the biological commonness among different subjects.  We need to 

find a good enough feature extraction method to solve it. To solve this problem, we need 

the researchers’ effort from biology, computer science, and electrical engineering areas.  

Subject Numbers 
of files: 

interictal 

Numbers 
of files: 
preictal 

Ratio 
(int/pre) 

Channels Frequency Test 

Dog1 480 24 20 16 399.9 502 

Dog2 500 42 11.9 16 399.9 1000 

Dog3 1440 72 20 16 399.9 907 

Dog4 804 97 8.3 16 399.9 990 
Table 9  Dataset information (10-min time series data in each file) 
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3.3 – Feature Extraction 

The method and specific algorithm depend on the data type and the major barriers. As we 

discussed before, SVM with Gaussian RBF kernel is good to solve binary classification 

problems which is appropriate to solve epilepsy seizure with binary interictal and preictal 

data. There are two barriers, the first one is overfitting which is caused by the uneven 

proportion of interictal and preictal files and the limit amount of training datasets. 

According to Table 8, Dog1 has 480 interictal files and 24 preictal files which cause 

serious disproportion among two datasets.  

 

We need to carry out a numerical experiment to determine how to divide the data and an 

appropriate features selection approach. Another obstacle is calibration prediction among 

subjects which requires training a general model across different subjects. Increasing the 

number of training cases could solve overfitting problems. For each dog in Table 5, the 

sampling rate is 400Hz in every 10-min file, here, we resample it to 100Hz to decrease 

high frequency noise. Therefore, we have 60000 features in one file. It still exists curse of 

dimensionality and did not increase training cases. After longtime research of numerical 

experiment, I found the best method.  

 

For Dog1 which has fours lead seizures and six 10-min preictal data files, each data file is 

divided into 12 files with 50-sec in each. Our total number of files become 4×6×12 =

288 files. From Table 6, the training cases of preictal have been increased from 24 files 
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to 288 files. Then we use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to transform time series data to 

frequency domain for each file. We only consider the frequency band from 1 to 50Hz, 

and calculate the logarithmic from the magnitudes we got in this range.  

 

After that, resampling the frequency band to 18 bins for further reducing noise. Choosing 

18 log-magnitude points from each bin and combining an 18-dimension vector. So far, 

we only consider one channel from 16 channel electrode contacts. To find best features, 

we use Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to calculate the covariance and 

eigenvalues of the frequency band across the 16 channels. These features are also added 

to the covariance and eigenvalues in the time domain.  

Sample size 

in second 

Sample in a 

file (4x) 

Dog 1 

Preictal (24x) 

FFT 

magnitude 

node 

FFT 

magnitude 

size 

Feature size 

50 12 288 50-2400 18 560 

Table 10 Feature Extraction for Dog1 

 

3.4 – Result Validation and Comparison 

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a popular model comparison method for 

diagnosing the capability of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is 

varied21. In ROC curve, false positive rate (FPR) is x-axis and true positive rate (TPR) is 

the y-axis. Performance evaluation depends on the predictive capability of a model, a 
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confusion matrix explains the accuracy, TPR, FPR, precision, and recall of a model. 

According to the ROC curve, the bigger area under the curve called area under curve 

(AUC), the better performance of the result. Table 9 shows a ca confusion matrix of 

binary classifier, 

 PREDICTED CLASS 

ACTUAL CLASS Class = Yes Class = No 

Class = Yes A (True Positive) B (False Negative) 

Class = No C (False Positive) D (Ture Negative) 

Table 11 Confusion Matrix (Machine learning class) 1 

 

Figure 27 ROC curve and threshold 

Accuracy= »M…

»M MÀM…
 

Ãàπ =
À

ÀM…
,         Bàπ = »

»M 
 

Precision , =
»

»MÀ
,    Recall X = 	

»

»M 
 

We use training data to do 10-fold cross validation, and we have a specific TPR and FPR 

for each fold, after getting the 10 points, we draw the ROC curve and find the AUC area 
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for performance validation. In this project, we use three methods to classify preictal (pre-

seizure) and interictal (during-seizure) data, and the accuracy shows the following ROC 

figures. Python has a scikit-learn package for realizing these three algorithms, which are 

random forest, extremely randomized tree, and support vector machine (SVM). Because 

of the excellent performance of the scikit-learn package for SVM and the similar result of 

SVDD compared with SVM, we only use SVM method to do performance evaluation and 

have a very outstanding achievement as following. 

 

1.  Random Forest2: 

Random forest classification method first creates a forest which randomly includes many 

decision trees in a random way. Each decision tree in the random forest is independent 

and unrelated. When a new input sample comes in the forest, each decision tree in the 

forest will make an independent judgment about which category the sample belongs to. 

Finally, the most selected type is the sample’s decision type.   

 

Because of this randomness, the bias of the forest normally slightly increases, and the 

variance decreases due to averaging, but this decrease more than compensating for the 

increase in bias. Therefore, giving an overall better model. Figure 28 to Figure 31 

represent the ROC curve from Dog1 to Dog4 by using random forest method. A bigger 

area indicates better accuracy. 
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Figure 28 ROC curve of Dog1 

 

Figure 29 Figure 25 ROC curve of Dog2 
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Figure 30 ROC curve of Dog3 

 

Figure 31 ROC curve of Dog4 
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2. Extremely Randomized Tree2: 

In an extremely randomized tree, the randomness goes further in calculating splits. 

Exactly like random forests, a random subset of candidate features. The difference for 

extremely random tree is to randomly draw thresholds each candidate sample feature and 

the best threshold is picked as the splitting rule, instead of searching for the best 

discriminative thresholds. This in result would more slightly reduce the variance of the 

model, and increase in bias a bit more. Figure 32 to Figure 35 represent the ROC curve 

from Dog1 to Dog4 by using the extremely randomized tree method. A bigger area 

indicates better accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 32 Extremely Randomized Tree ROC curve of Dog1 
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Figure 33 Extremely Randomized Tree ROC curve of Dog2 

 

 

Figure 34 Extremely Randomized Tree ROC curve of Dog3 
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Figure 35 Extremely Randomized Tree ROC curve of Dog4 

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Figure 36 to figure 39 display the AUC area by applying SVM methods, the accuracy is 

close to 100 percent. 

 

Figure 36 ROC curve under SVM method for Dog1 
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Figure 37 ROC curve under SVM method for Dog2 

 

Figure 38 ROC curve under SVM method for Dog3 
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Figure 39 ROC curve under SVM method for Dog4 

 
According to Table 8, it is intuitively that SVM has the best performance. It is 

represented by the result of AUC areas. 

Because of the biological knowledge limitation, we cannot find a general model for four 

dogs, and this problem exists in all the competitors attend the competition. 

 AUC area 

 Extremely Randomized Tree Random Forest SVM 

Dog1 0.82 0.75 0.90 

Dog2 0.88 0.93 1.00 

Dog3 0.83 0.76 0.98 

Dog4 0.78 0.77 0.98 

Table 12 ROC area result comparison among three methods for four dogs 
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3.5 – Conclusions 

In conclusion, SVMs has good performance of tackling binary datasets classification. In 

this paper, we explain the SVMs classification in details on the advantages and methods 

for solving epilepsy seizure with preictal and interictal binary data. SVMs is not a limit 

approach which could be used in various kinds of areas such as bioinformatics, protein 

remote homology detection, classification of images, and face detection. 

 

3.6 – Contribution 

In this thesis project, we focus on one of the most effective data classification methods in 

machine learning which is support vector machine (SVM) method. We realize the 

application of SVM through the linear-iris dataset and non-linear-banana dataset with a 

comparable fast training method sequential minimum optimization (SMO) method. 

Besides, we compared three different kernel functions, which are the linear kernel, 

quadratic kernel, and Gaussian RBF kernel. The accuracy and the number of support 

vectors are performed differently as we tune the parameter sigma and punishment 

variable C. To understand SVM in depth way, we also analyze the support vector data 

description (SVDD) method with fast training method SMO. After comparing the 

performance of SVM and SVDD on same datasets, which are linear and non-linear 

datasets. We concluded that the performance of SVM and SVDD are the same but 

described distinctly, which means that SVM requires separating a binary dataset, and an 

SVDD only need to find a small hyper-ball that covers the positive examples we defined. 
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About the application of seizure forecasting, we made model comparison through three 

popular data classification methods for distinct the stage between the preictal and 

interictal. The performance of different ways display in ROC curve by changing the 

threshold t, and the intuitive values observed from AUC area. As we did 10-fold cross-

validation for each subject, the threshold t changed at each time when we draw it; our 

label is not exactly 0 and 1, it is between 0 and 1. From the different value of threshold t, 

we can see through the exceptional value TPR and FPR which are the x-axis and y-axis 

of ROC curve.   

 

The critical part of the project is the comparison between three methods which are 

random forest, extremely randomized tree and SVM methods. After a seriously 

modification and experimentation on three methods through the result of AUC area, we 

found the SVM has the best performance among all of them. Another challenge in the 

project is the feature extraction; we did the numerical experiment and found a way to 

handle large datasets, uneven proportion data along with tackle the biological 

commonness that exists for all the researchers. We got a good result from this feature 

extraction method for each subject. Finally, the last challenge is the calibration prediction, 

which means to find a general model across different subjects. Actually, like other 

competitors, I tried to find a more accurate feature extraction method, a general model 

that fits for all the items for four canines and the performance displayed in the previous 

chapters, but the result is not ideal as we did for each subject. Again, this problem exists 

for all the researchers who are pursuing this topic. This problem is not because of the data 
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classification method, or the feature extraction are not good enough, but because of the 

biological commonness are distinct for each subject. To find an appropriate feature 

extraction method will be my future work and it is also a future work for the other 

researchers. Currently, no one has a right result, to overcome this problem, we need a 

significant effort from all the researchers. Also, in this project, all the parameters in the 

algorithm are manually adjusted. 

 

4. Summary 

Machine learning has a range of application areas across engineering field to business 

area. In this paper, we introduced several machine learning methods of solving 

classification, regression and clustering problems. Then we focus on the most popular 

classification method, Support Vectors Machine (SVM). We introduced the basic theory, 

advantages, and scenarios of using SVM. Also, we also explain a convenient approach of 

tacking SVM problems which called Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO). To 

represent SVM differently, we utilized Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) which 

is a famous non-linear model compared with SVM, along with Gaussian RBF kernel 

function and SMO to solve. We analyzed the difference and performance of SVM-SMO 

implementation and SVM-SVDD implementation. At last, we utilized SVM method to 

handle seizure forecasting in canine epilepsy, after comparing the results from different 

methods such as random forest, extremely randomized tree, and SVM to classify preictal 

and interictal binary data.  We conclude that SVM has the best performance.  
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